COLOMBO JEWELLERY STORES
UNVEILS A SERIES OF LUXURY WATCHES
The latest designs by Swiss watchmakers Hublot and TAG Heuer, unveilved by CJS,
demonstrate a fusion of advanced technologies and state-of-the-art design features.
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minute hands enhanced by a beige luminous
paint. It is available in two strap options.
The Carrera Heuer-01 43mm watch with a
skeleton dial reveals the inner workings of the
chronograph and its date frame is sportier. It is
available in Intense Black, Deep Navy Blue, and
Cognac Brown, the bezel is in matte ceramic,
and the cases are brushed steel. The front of it
is covered by a domed sapphire crystal with an
anti-reflective coating on both sides.
The Carrera Lady is the latest sporty and
contemporary version introduced by TAG Heuer.
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